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Abstract
In SU(2) lattice gauge theory, a new self-restricted cooling proce-
dure is developed which removes the SU(2)/Z2 coset fields from the
lattice configurations and thus reveals the the Z2 vortex vacuum tex-
ture. The emerging gauge invariant vortex vacuum structure amounts
to the full string tension. The action density of the vortex texture
extrapolates to the continuum limit, and, hence, gives rise to a mass
dimension four condensate which features in the operator product ex-
pansion and which is of pure vortex origin.




Yang{Mills theory has become the candidate for the theory of strong inter-
actions in the seventies. The strong coupling regime of this theory, however,
dees a sucient understanding until now. To gain this understanding seems
to be necessary in order to describe analytically the low energy properties
of this theory. In particular, the origin of such an distinguishing feature of
strong interactions like quark connement is still under debate.
Relatively early in the history of QCD, ’t Hooft [1] has stressed that choosing
a particular gauge might be the clue to capture the agents of connement.
In certain Abelian gauges [1], which allow for a residual U(1) gauge de-
gree of freedom, the Yang{Mills ground state might appear as a dual super{
conductor [1, 2] where color{magnetic monopoles of quantized charge play the
key role. After the search for monopoles in the lattice vacua of non{Abelian
gauge theory (via Abelian projection) has started in the late eighties [3, 4],
the demonstration of monopole condensation, necessary to generate conne-
ment through a dual Meissner eect, came in the nineties [5, 6, 7, 8] (for
a caveat see [9]). This was demonstrated to provide the "disorder parame-
ter" of connement, and it was important that this proof could be given for
dierent Abelian gauges [7].
The idea that vortex free energies might serve as an order parameter for con-
nement was born at the end of the seventies. It dates back to another pio-
neering work by ’t Hooft [10] and simultaneous work by Aharonov et al. [11]
and was recently conrmed by a numerical investigation [12]. Yoneya [13]
and Mack al. [14] were the rst to construct Z(N) topological degrees of
freedom from gauge invariant variables and pointed out that the so{called
center vortices play an important role for the connement of quarks. Ba-
sically, these vortices are dened by the property that they contribute a
non{trivial factor zα 6= 1 (among the N th roots of unity) to the Wilson
loop if they are non{trivially linked to the loop. Hence, random fluctuations
of the vortices provide the area law for the Wilson loop, the signature of
connement [14, 15].
A revival of the vortex picture arose with the construction of the p{vortices on
the lattice which could be dened after choosing the so{called maximal center
gauge [16] and separating out the center elements from the lattice degrees of
freedom (center projection). For the acceptance of the p{vortices as physical
objects, it was essential that evidence could be provided that they are sensible
degrees of freedom in the continuum limit [17]: the (area) density of the p{
vortices as well as their binary interactions have a good extrapolation to the
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continuum [17]. Moreover, the p{vortex picture of the Yang{Mills ground
state also gives an appealing explanation for the breakdown of connement
at the nite temperature (deconnement) phase transition of Yang{Mills
theory [18, 19].
Subsequently, it turned out that center projection even without previous
gauge fixing reproduces the QQ potential, also at short distances, a nd-
ing which has somewhat obscured the relevance of the p{vortices for forming
the string tension [20]. Moreover, in this case it was observed that other
properties of the Mack vortices (rather than the purely topological features)
strongly depend on the bare lattice coupling constant (or lattice spacing), in
a way that made it cumbersome to give a continuum interpretation of the
vortex degree of freedom [20]. Thus, center projection without appropriate
gauge xing seems not to be the right way to avoid the apparent deciency
of gauge dependence.
In order to demonstrate the physical reality of any lower{dimensional topo-
logical objects identied in a lattice vacuum eld in a gauge{dependent way,
one should be able to demonstrate that gauge invariant quantities locally
(i.e. along the word-line for monopoles, the world-surface for vortices etc.)
deviate from the rest of the vacuum. This can easily be shown in the corre-
sponding lattice simulations [21, 22]. As important gauge eld congurations
contributing to the Euclidean path integral for the Wilson loop, they could
also give distinct contributions to certain high energy cross sections.
The most prominent example for that worth to remember is the instan-
ton. Within the present understanding of instanton systems, they are not
providing connement in the sense of an asymptotic area law for the Wil-
son loop. Notwithstanding that, it has become commonplace to nd them
ubiquitously in the (conning) lattice vacuum [23]. The algorithms needed
for that - cooling and relatives of that - needed to determine the instanton
properties are gauge independent. Note however that they are aicted, as
instanton physics in general, with systematical uncertainties (for very large
instantons as well as for instanton pairs at short distances). Therefore an
experimental conrmation of the "instanton content of the vacuum" is highly
welcome. Anomalous events in deep inelastic scattering [24] promise to give
the rst ever, outstanding non{perturbative signal, without a perturbative
background which usually dominates at high energy. 1 Topological charge
and the localized fermion zero modes associated with it are the crucial fea-
1Nothing will be learned about the the probability of large instantons, while the physics
of instanton–antiinstanton pairs at short distance would be critically tested.
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tures which could make instantons the rst non-perturbative excitation in
QCD being probed in high energy experiments.
In the case of monopoles and vortices, the "topological objects" which might
be the relevant degrees of freedom to accomplish connement, such clear
experimental signatures are not known. At the present stage, one should
be content to establish a less detailed (perhaps less convincing) connection
to experimental particle physics. A large body of knowledge on low energy
properties (resonance physics) and high energy scattering is incorporated in
the gluon condensate and its short range, nonlocal structure. In the case
of the spectral function approaching the infrared region, the operator prod-
uct expansion (OPE) [25] for the current{current correlators was the rst
systematic framework to take the non{trivial vacuum into account. In this
approach, non{perturbative properties of the Yang{Mills (or QCD) vacuum
are parameterized by so{called condensates the values of which are tted to
the experimental hadron correlators [25]. For the description of high energy
scattering and a detailed account of quarkonium spectroscopy, besides of the
gluon condensate its correlation length is important, too. In the stochastic
vacuum approach [26] consequences are worked out in a model{independent
way. In particular, both gluon condensate and correlation length determine
the tension of the conning string.
In this paper, we will demonstrate the viability of a new, gauge independent
method to reveal the vortex content of the vacuum. For these purposes,
we will propose cooling with respect to the SO(3)=^SU(2)/Z2 action, which
therefore eliminates the SO(3) part of the links which we will refer to in
the following as gluons. We will nd that the vortex congurations, which
survive the SO(3) cooling procedure, account for the full string tension.
We will use this method to uncover the contribution of the center vortices
to the mass dimension four condensate of SU(2) Yang{Mills theory. The
motivation of doing that in the - somewhat academic - case of two colors
and no dynamical fermions was rst to clarify conceptually, in the simplest
case, the contribution of center vortices to the so-called "gluon condensate".
Similar questions have been asked in the past for the instanton liquid, with
a bigger or smaller part of the condensate left unexplained to be attributed
to unspecied "long range" (conning) excitations.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section we dene our new
cooling procedure in the context of the SU(2)/Z(2) decomposition. In section
3 we present numerical evidence concerning the emerging gauge invariant
vortex texture and demonstrating the vortex dominance of the string tension.
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In section 4 we briefly review the operator product approach to hadronic
correlators with a special emphasis on Yang-Mills condensates. The vortex
contribution to the mass dimension four condensate is obtained. Conclusions
are left to the nal section.
2 Gauge invariant vortex vacuum texture
2.1 Vortices and gluons
,
In this paper, we will concentrate on 4{dimensional pure SU(2) lattice gauge











is a high{dimensional integral over SU(2) matrices Ul = Ux,µ associated with
the links l = fx, µg of the L4 lattice. The inverse bare lattice coupling
constant β = 4/g2 (the bare lattice coupling β should not be confused with
the renormalization group β{function, β(g)) is a function of (can be tuned
with) the lattice spacing a. Thereby convergence can be achieved towards
the continuum limit for dimensionful physical quantities, such as masses,
temperatures, string tension, condensates (given in powers of a−1) to be
extracted from expectation values with respect to the measure (1). The
Wilson action density is given by
sWp = 1 −
1
2
tr Up , (2)
while the full action in (1) is a sum over all plaquettes p. Up is the usual
plaquette variable Up = P
Q
l2∂p Ul.
For the following considerations it is useful to decompose the link variable
Ux,µ 2 SU(2) into a center element
Zx,µ = sign trUx,µ (3)
and a coset part Ux,µ 2 SU(2)/Z(2) dened by
Ux,µ = Zx,µ Ux,µ . (4)













µ(x) 2 [0, pi/a] , (6)
where a is the lattice spacing and τa are the three Pauli matrices. For later







a U yx,µ τ
b
o
= Oab[Abµ] , O
ab
x,µ 2 SO(3) , (7)
which do not feel the center degrees of freedom Zx,µ of the links, but only
depend on the coset part U or, equivalently, on the algebra valued eld Aaµ(x),
i.e. the gauge potential. For this reason, we will call the coset elds U gluon
fields throughout this paper.
Let us emphasize that the coset decomposition of the SU(2) link variables
is gauge dependent. It was observed in the literature [20] that this decom-
position has to be carried out in a certain, most suitable gauge in order to
obtain a Z(2) vortex picture which extrapolates to the continuum limit. In
a rst step, we implement the so{called (direct) maximal center gauge [16]








! max , UΩx,µ = ΩxUx,µΩyx+µ^ (8)
with respect to gauge transformations Ωx 2 SU(2). This gauge condition
implies to gauge rotate the link variables as close as possible to center el-
ements. A version of this gauge xing in the naive continuum limit can
be found in [27]. Exploiting the properties of the Pauli matrices and the





























where the latter trace is taken over the adjoint representation. Thereby Oωx,µ
is the gauge transformed adjoint link














One sees from eq. (10) that (apart from an unimportant constant) the center
gauge xing (8) condition corresponds to Landau gauge xing for the adjoint,









with respect to variations of the adjoint gauge transformation ωx. The vari-
ational condition (8) xes the gauge 2 up to residual Z(2) gauge transfor-








! max , Ω 2 Z(2) , (14)
where p and l label the plaquettes and the links of the lattice, respectively.
Let us rst discuss the perturbative vacuum state using the representation
(5,6). This state is spanned by congurations with vanishing action density
sWp (2). There are two possibilities for vacuum states which are consistent
with the gauge conditions (8) and (14):
Ox,µ = 1 Zx,µ = +1 , 8x, µ (15)
Ox,µ = 1 Zx,µ = −1 , 8x, µ . (16)
This degeneracy of the ground state oers the possibility for having vacuum
frustrations which emerge when dierent candidates for the vacuum state are
realized in well separated regions of space{time. In the present case, vacuum
frustrations occur when some of the plaquettes in space time are equal to
−1 while Ox,µ = 1, 8x, µ. These plaquettes form co-closed objects- of co-
dimension two which we referred to as center vortices. In fact, the non{trivial
plaquettes are spanned by (non{trivial) Z(2) variables and, therefore, must
obey the Z(2) Bianchi identity. The latter equation implies that for a given
3-dimensional subspace the non{trivial plaquettes are co{closed, i.e. form
stacks along closed lines of dual links. In four dimensions, these lines form
2{dimensional vortex world sheets. On one hand the non{trivial plaquettes
cost (Wilson) action; on the other hand the possibilities for position and
orientation endow the vortex world sheet in space time with a certain entropy
per unit area. If the cost in energy overwhelms the possible gain in entropy,
no vortex condensation would occur. In this case, one can safely put Zx,µ = 1,
8x, µ, and the SU(2) Yang{Mills theory becomes a theory of SO(3) gluon
2This will be generically non–unique due to the Gribov copy problem.
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elds only. On the other hand, if the gain in entropy over-compensates the
cost in action, the vacuum would tolerate a vortex texture which is dressed
by gluonic elds. Which of the possibilities applies in the case of SU(2)
Yang{Mills theory depends on the actual dynamics of the theory.
2.2 Revealing the vortex vacuum structure
In the following, we will employ the trace of the energy momentum tensor,
i.e. θµµ, to exhibit the vortex structure of the vacuum. In the present case
of a SU(2) Yang{Mills theory, this tensor is proportional to the Wilson ac-
tion density sWp (2) (see e.g. (37)). In order to reveal the vortex vacuum
structure, we will remove the gluonic (coset) degrees of freedom from SU(2)
congurations by an appropriate cooling procedure. For these purposes, we














F aµν [A] F
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µν [A] a
4 +O(a6) , (17)
where Ox,µν is the plaquette calculated in terms of the SO(3) link elements
Ox,µ (7). The sum over ν runs from −4 . . . 4. F aµν [A] is the (continuum) eld
strength functional of the (continuum) gluon elds Aµ(x) and a is the lattice
spacing.
Cooling is performed by reducing the total gluonic action, i.e. locally by
minimization of sglx,µ (17) with respect to the elds Ox,µ. Inspired by Ref. [28],
we adopt a self{restricted cooling method. Further cooling of the adjoint link
Oxµ is rejected i the gluonic action is smaller than some threshold value
sglx,µ < 8κ
4 a4 . (18)
Thereby κ is a gauge invariant cooling scale of mass dimension one. For
κ = 0, the cooling procedure completely removes the gluon elds from the
SU(2) lattice congurations leaving only gauge equivalents of Ox,µ = 1. Note
that the standard cooling method (self{restricted or not) minimizes the full
SU(2) action, thereby aecting center as well as coset degrees of freedom.
Another crucial dierence to the method in [28] is that the cooling scale there
measures the distance of the lattice congurations from classical solutions
(instantons) while in our case the cooling scale constrains the action of the
gluon elds.
In practice, the cooling procedure works as follows: the gluonic action density
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A local (maximal) cooling step amounts to a replacement of the link Uxµ by
the cooled variable U cx,µ










Bx,νµ := Ux,ν Ux+^ν,µ U
y
x+µ^,ν (21)
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier ensuring U c yx,µ U
c
x,µ = 1. This local cooling









< κ4a4 . (22)
The equations (20-22) define the cooling procedure which we will apply in
our investigations below. Taking into account that the normalization λ is
given by λ = 1/6 + O(a4), the condition (22) agrees with (18) up to order
O(a6). One cooling sweep consists of updating once all links of the lattice
in sequential order according (20), i.e. Ux,µ ! U cx,µ. After a nite number
of cooling sweeps, the local constraint (22) is satised all over the lattice
implying that there is no change in the link variables U cx,µ by further cooling
steps. This is how the cooling procedure stops.
2.3 Gauge invariance of the texture
The above introduced cooling procedure amounts to a minimization of the
SO(3) action density and brings the SU(2) plaquettes as close as possible to
1. On the other hand, in the limit κ! 0, this cooling eliminates the SO(3)
part of the link variables completely, hence the remaining eld conguration
can be viewed as if generated by an underlying Z(2) gauge theory. The
eld congurations of a Z(2) gauge theory represent center vortices. Hence,
the above cooling procedure extracts, in the limit κ ! 0, the center vortex
content of a given SU(2) lattice conguration. These center vortices are given
by co{closed manifolds of plaquettes equal to −1 which therefore carry large
Wilson action density. Therefore the gauge invariant Wilson action density
can be used as a detector for center vortices, even at nite κ. Although
the quantity which will be used for revealing the vortices is gauge invariant,
9














Figure 1: Separation of the SU(2) action into gluonic radiation (small f2)
and vortex vacuum texture (large f2).
one must check that the same vortex structure is obtained by the cooling
procedure of subsection 2.2 when two dierent but gauge equivalent link
congurations UΩx,µ, Ux,µ, are used as initial conguration. For these purposes,
one rstly notes that the staples Bx,ν^µ (21) transform homogeneously, i.e.
Ux,µ ! UΩx,µ : Bx,ν^µ ! BΩx,ν^µ = ΩxBx,ν^µ Ωyx+µ^ . (23)
Since the trace of the plaquette is gauge invariant, one nds that the cooled
congurations obtained from fUΩx,µg and fUx,µg, respectively, dier by the
same gauge transformation
Ux,µ ! U cx,µ , UΩx,µ ! Ωx U cx,µΩyx+µ^ . (24)
The cooling procedure is thus gauge covariant: therefore, the distribution
of gauge invariant quantities calculated from cooled congurations is inde-
pendent of the gauge copy of the vacuum conguration cooling is applied
to.
In summary, the above introduced SO(3) cooling represents a gauge invariant
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Figure 2: Distribution of the Wilson action density on 2{dimensional hyper-
surface after cooling steps with κ = κmax, κ = 620 MeV, κ = 440 MeV.
3 Numerical results
3.1 Clustering of action
The numerical simulation requires the knowledge of the cooling scale κ in
units of the lattice spacing. In order to express the cooling scale in physical
units, we will relate it to the string tension, given also in lattice units. To
get this dimensionless ratio, we will adopt the asymptotic scaling law in the
1{loop form







, β  2.1 , (25)
which xes the lattice spacing a in units of the string tension σ. We denote
the Wilson action carried by an arbitrary plaquette by f2 = 1 − 12 tr Ux,µν .
Let P (f2) be the ensemble average of the distribution of plaquettes on the
lattice according to the local action f2 they carry. The following data come
from an exploratory simulation on a 124 lattice at β = 2.3. We are interested
to know which amount of total action, / P (f2) f2, is carried by plaquettes
with a given plaquette action f2, and how this changes with the cooling
scale κ. The result is shown in gure 1. The peak at small values of f2
can be attributed to gluon radiation, which would be eliminated by cooling
completely only in the limit κ/
p
σ ! 0. This shows how the constraint
(22) allows to control the action contained in the form of gluon radiation.
As expected, it decreases with increasing cooling (decreasing energy scale
κ). On the other hand, a peak at f2 = 2 emerges with increasing cooling
(decreasing κ). This shows that the contribution of the vortex texture to
the total action density becomes relatively more and more important. As
expected, the SU(2) action density concentrates on single plaquettes in the
limit κ ! 0 which are forming the singular vortex vacuum skeleton. Figure
11






















Figure 3: The static quark QQ force as function of the distance r between
quark and anti{quark for full non{Abelian and SO(3) cooled congurations,
checked for scaling at various β.
2 shows the space{time distribution of the SU(2) action density on a 2{
dimensional hypersurface of a generic conguration generated on a 204 lattice
at β = 2.3. In this plot, the black spots correspond to the maximum value
of the action density found on this 2{dimensional hypersurface. One clearly
observes how SO(3) cooling leads to the clustering of action density at points
where the Z(2) vortices pierce the considered hypersurface.
3.2 Vortex dominance of the string tension
One observes that for a cooling scale κ2 = 0.5 σ the vortex vacuum texture
has developed very clearly in the vacuum action density. At this stage,




Figure 4: Two Feynman diagrams contributing to the current{current corre-
lation function in the vector meson channel; radiative gluon (a) and conden-
sate contribution (b).
congurations with the result obtained in full SU(2) Yang{Mills theory. Our
result for a 124 lattice is shown in gure 3 for several gauge couplings β.
One observes that the data points from cooled congurations fall on top of
a single curve and, hence, scale towards the continuum limit. Furthermore,
we nd that the cooling procedure has strongly aected the force at short
distances. This is expected since the behavior at small r is dominated by the
exchange of gluons, which is already partially (cf. gure 1) eliminated by
cooling. Most important is, however, that the large distance behavior of the
force dominated by the string tension, is unchanged by our cooling procedure.
This implies vortex dominance of the string tension to hold also in the sense
of vortex vacuum texture revealed by our SO(3) cooling procedure.
4 Hadronic correlation functions and OPE
4.1 The operator product expansion
In this section, we will briefly review the operator product expansion (OPE),
which is the framework to address the properties of high lying hadronic reso-
nances [25]. To be specic, consider the hadronic current Correlation function
in the vector meson channel, i.e.
Mµν(q) = i
Z
d4x eiqx hΩj T jµ(x) jν(0) jΩi , (26)




qµqν − q2 gµν M(q2) . (27)
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According to Wilson [29], the bilocal, time{ordered product of two operators
at short distance can be written in terms of local operators
T jµ(x) jν(0) =
1X
n=0
Cn(x) On(0) , O0 = 1 , (28)
where n labels the canonical mass dimension of the local operators On. The
Wilson coecients Cn(x) contain the singular behavior occurring when the
point splitting is removed as (x! 0). The expectation values of the operators
On correspond to physical observables, which are called condensates. Hence,
sandwiching (28) with the trial state jψi and resorting to a dimensional
analysis, one nds







+ O (1/q6 , Oψn := hψjOnjψi .
(29)
Due to the innite number of degrees of freedom which are encoded in the
wave function jψi the matrix element of the unit operator, 1ψ = hψj1jψi is
generically depending on the state under discussion and is usually included in
the coecient function. Therefore the function Cψ0 (q
2) in (29) does depend
on the state (see below and [30] for an illustration). This fact is just a
reflection of the scale anomaly [31]. The other Wilson coecient functions
are dened in (28) without reference to a particular state. Note also that a
logarithmic dependence of C0(q
2) on q2 is not excluded by the dimensional
analysis. In particular, choosing jψi = j0i, i.e. the perturbative vacuum




where Mpert is the correlator (27) calculated by summing perturbative dia-
grams up to a nite order using tree{level propagators and vertices. In this
case, one nds up to second order in g
C00 (q










+ O (α2s , (31)
where ν is the renormalization point and αs = g
2/4pi with g being the gauge
coupling constant.
It has been known for some time that the condensates are ambiguous since a
splitting like (29) into a so{called perturbative part and contributions from
the OPE corrections is not well{dened (see e.g. [32]). This conclusion is
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based on the observation that a partial re-summation of perturbative dia-
grams to all orders can generate contributions exp(− 1
g2
) to correlators. Con-
taining essential singularities in the coupling constant, these contributions
are imitating OPE condensate corrections (see e.g. [32]). These results do
not invalidate the considerations above since the re-summation of perturba-
tive diagrams to all orders bears the potential to change the properties of the
reference state jψi under discussion.
Let us illustrate this fact in the two dimensional Gross{Neveu model, which
is solvable in the large Nf limit where Nf is the number of fermion flavors.
In leading order of the 1/Nf{expansion, the ladder re-summation of pertur-
bative diagrams results in the exact gap equation which admits a nontrivial
solution corresponding to the true ground state, say jBCSi. Doing this re-
summation of all perturbative diagrams which contribute in the large Nf
limit yields [30]
MGN(q







+ O (1/q6 . (32)
In the present case, the numbers OBCSn , which vanish in the innite Nf limit,
take into account correlations which are not present in the wave function
jBCSi and which become important at a nite value of Nf . Moreover,
CBCS0 (q
2) has already to contain the power-like OPE corrections [30].
If one does not perform this summation over an innite number of diagrams,
one obtains from the OPE [30]
MGN (q







+ O (1/q6 , (33)
where CΩ0 (q
2) is calculated from a large but finite number of perturbative
diagrams (see (30)) and equals C00 (q
2). The superscript Ω signals that the
condensates OΩn carry all information on the true vacuum state, since con-
tributions which imitate a condensate are lacking in C00(q
2). In particular,
the parameter OΩ2 reflects the dynamical generated fermion mass which is
present in the true vacuum of the innite Nf limit.
In either approach, (33) and (32), respectively, are the unique answer for
MGN (q
2) at large values of q2. In view of the above discussion and the
illustration for the Gross{Neveu model, choosing jψi = jΩi does not warrant
a unique denition of the condensates OΩn . In addition, one may demand





which is indeed satised in the case of (33). The summation of a nite (even
large) number of perturbative diagrams cannot imitate the renormalization
group invariant dependence of the condensates on the coupling g. Therefore,
the choice (34) relegates the maximum content of information on the non{
trivial properties of the true vacuum jΩi to the condensates OΩn .
4.2 Yang–Mills condensates
The local operatorsOn which enter the OPE (28) must correspond to physical
observables. Hence, in the case of Yang{Mills theory, they consist of gauge
invariant and renormalization group invariant quantities. Let us assume that
the quantum Yang{Mills theory is formulated in terms of the gluon gauge
elds Aaµ(x) which smoothly depend on x. In this case, one expects that there
are no gauge invariant operators of mass dimension two, i.e. OΩ2 = 0. Since
the functional integral over smooth elds Aµ(x) can be phrased as a SO(3)
gauge theory, one might wonder whether the above argument holds for the
case of an SU(2) = SO(3)  Z(2) gauge theory. The SU(2) theory might
possess topological obstructions, e.g. vortices, which manifest themselves as
singularities in the algebra valued eld Aµ. This would be the way how the
center degree of freedom come into play.
For a further discussion of this issue, let us focus on the dimension four oper-
ator O4. A physical combination of elds of canonical dimension four is given
by the trace of the energy momentum tensor θµµ. The latter quantity can
be calculated by an investigation of the behavior of the Yang{Mills partition
function under scale variations [31]. In the SO(3) case of smooth gluon elds
one obtains









F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ + abcAaµAbν (36)
is the eld strength tensor in our notation and β(g) is the renormalization
group β{function. In the following, we will relax the constraint of considering
smooth gauge elds. Instead of that, we will study the case of SU(2) gauge
theory in lattice regularization. In particular, we will investigate the partition
function (1) which is supplemented with the Wilson action (2). Calculating








tr Upi , (37)
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where β(a) is the running bare lattice coupling.
In order to work out the dierence between (37) and (35), we adopt the gauge
introduced in subsection 2.1 and decompose the links in a center part and






p 2 f−1,+1g , (38)
where Up is isomorphic to the algebra. At suciently large values of β, the
deviation of the coset links Ul (5) from unity is small. In this case, U
Z(2)
p
comprises the holonomy of the Z(2) variables in (4). In addition, one may
safely expand the coset links in terms of the gauge potential. One obtains
for the trace of the plaquette p = fx, µνg
1
2














vp = 1 signals if a p-vortex pierces the plaquette p. In order to put (37) into
a physical context, we adopt a coarse grained point of view and introduce the
notion of a thick vortex V with a nite vortex tension σV / 1/η2 where η is
a length scale which describes the size of the vortex core. For the following
discussion, we will assume that some plaquette p = pV 2 V refers to the
center of a thick vortex. Inside the core region of this vortex, one observes a
reduced holonomy vpV = σV a
2 and vpV ! 0 for a η. On the other hand in
the case of a p-vortex, we have η  a. Furthermore, we can dene a p-vortex
density ρ such that ρpV a
2  1 and ρpa2  0 for any other p 6= pV . With
these denitions, we nd
σv a






, ρ = hρpi . (41)
Hence, we can identify, with the approximation hUZ(2)p Upi  hUZ(2)p i h Upi






2 ρ σv + hθSO(3)µµ i + O(a4)
i
. (42)
The vortex degrees of freedom provide an additional contribution to the the
mass dimension four operator. Note, however, that the result (42) relies on
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a nite limit ρσv. Unfortunately, this limit is badly dened in the case of
p-vortices which arise from center projection since in this case σv = O(1/a2).
Since the vortices which emerge from SO(3) cooled congurations possess a
well dened thickness (depending on the cooling scale κ), the vortex picture
corresponding to this procedure is suitable for an investigation of the contri-
bution of the center degrees of freedom to the O4 condensate. This will be
the subject of the next subsection.
To round o this subsection, we would like to call attention to the work [33].
In this paper, an estimate of Wilson coecient C00(q
2) in high order of lat-
tice perturbation theory was used in combination with numerical results for
the average plaquette in order to extract the leading power corrections of
the OPE. Evidence was presented that a mass dimension two operator O2
determines the leading correction in SU(3) Yang-Mills theory, which is in ac-
cord with recent hints that standard OPE might be incomplete in conning
theories [34].
A comparison of (35) and (42) suggest that the energy density of SO(3) and
SU(2) gauge theory, respectively, cannot be given by the same function of
temperature. A preliminary investigation [35] indicates that the extrapola-
tion of SO(3) and SU(2) lattice gauge theories to the continuum limit result
in dierent Stefan Boltzmann constants. This is to be expected if the center
vortices of SU(2) gauge theory survive, albeit non{percolating, in the high
temperature limit.
4.3 The vortex induced gluon condensate
In section 3, we have demonstrated a string like clustering of SU(2) en-
ergy density which corresponds to a gauge invariant vortex vacuum texture.
In this subsection, we will show that, in addition to gauge invariance, the
action density which is carried by the vortex texture possesses the correct
renormalization group dependence on g. Hence, the action density carried by
the vortex structure can be considered as a physical observable and provides
a mass dimension four operator OΩ4 .
For this purpose, we dene the mass dimension four operator (see (29) as
OΩ4 a











where G2 should be put into correspondence with what is dened in the



















Figure 5: h1− 1
2
trUpi in units of the lattice spacing a extracted from SO(3)
cooled conguration as function of β.
which is obtained from ts to the hadronic spectral function [25]. First
results which employ the Wilson loop for extracting the gluon condensate
were obtained in the early eighties from lattice gauge theories [36, 37, 38].
The most recent value for the non{natural case of the pure SU(2) gauge
theory is given by [39]
G2  0.15 GeV4 (45)
and was calculated from eld strength correlation functions (for a recent
review of the method see e.g. [40]).
For assigning to the quantity (43) a physical meaning, it is important to
check whether this yields a nite and non-vanishing value in the continuum
limit a ! 0. We have calculated f2 a4 = pi2G2a4/24 as function of β for
cooled congurations (using a cooling scale κ2 = 0.5 σ). The result is shown
















Figure 6: The gluon condensate G2 in units of the string tension σ as function
of the cooling scale κ.
scaling (dashed line) for β > 2.2. This observation only tells us that we can
safely extract a signal for the desired expectation value which remains valid
in the continuum limit and which is dominated by the vortex texture. Again,
it turns out advantageous to have the self-restriction of the cooling in a scale
independent way.
In order to show the stripping o of the radiative gluon contribution to the
OPE parameter O4 (43), we can perform the limit κ ! 0. This limit is
independent of the assumed scaling behavior for κ4a4 with β. The result for
G2 (43) as function of κ in physical units is presented in gure 6. For κ >
p
σ,
a signicant contribution of the gluon radiation to the gluon condensate is
still present, and one asymptotically expects G2 / κ4. This behavior is
clearly observed in gure 6 (dashed line). Roughly at the conning scale, i.e.
κ  σ1/2, the contribution of the gluons becomes small compared with the
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gluon condensate carried by the vortex vacuum texture. We nd evidence
that the gluon condensate G2 approaches a nite value in the limit κ ! 0
which is roughly consistent with known value (45) (dash-dot line in gure 6).
5 Conclusions
In order to exhibit the degrees of freedom responsible for connement in
SU(2) lattice Yang-Mills according to the Z(2) vortex mechanism, fraction-
izing SU(2)=^Z2  SO(3) is instrumental. The corresponding "coordinates"
are center vortices and coset elds. Since the SO(3) coset elds are isomor-
phic to algebra valued elds, these degrees of freedom have been identied
with the gluonic ones.
A new self{restricted cooling algorithm which reduces the SO(3) action of
the coset elds facilitates the gradual removal of the gluon elds from the
lattice congurations while preserving the center degrees of freedom. This
SO(3) cooling procedure is gauge covariant. Hence, the remaining SU(2)
Wilson action density bears witness of the gauge invariant vortex texture of
the SU(2) vacuum. We have found that the string tension is un-changed by
SO(3) cooling, thus establishing the vortex dominance of the string tension.
The trace of the energy momentum tensor was then focused. Using the
standard p-vortex picture, which emerges from center projection after x-
ing the maximal center gauge, we argue that, also in the continuum limit,
this trace receives contributions from the center degrees of freedom which
should be added to the anomaly term [31] represented by gluon elds. We
have then analyzed the vortex vacuum texture which is obtained by means
of our new cooling technique and have calculated the corresponding vortex
action density. We observed that this action density properly scales towards
the continuum limit. Therefore, the vortex structure gives rise to a mass di-
mension four condensate which features in the operator product expansion.
The numerical value of this condensate is in rough agreement with results
for the SU(2) "gluon condensate" quoted in the literature. Note, however,
that within our terminology using the expression "gluon condensate" for the
above mass dimension four condensate of pure vortex origin is misleading.
We have rather achieved the separation of the scale anomaly into a gluonic
and a vortex part.
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